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Accessible canteens providing better 
welfare and further meeting space.

Ultrimax Coatings are paint coating  
manufacturers, whose focus is on driving 
waste reduction and efficiency savings, 
whilst reducing VOC emissions and  
supporting clients by enabling them to save 
money and become compliant.

After experiencing four years of strong 
growth, their old facility was no longer able 
to support their business and long-term 
growth plans. Due to this, the business  
acquired a new facility in Doncaster and 
they turned to Dale Office Interiors to 
create an office environment which would 
support their team.

Giles Hoare, Managing Director at  
Ultrimax Coatings commented, “We 
chose Dale Office Interiors for our project 
because we had seen the work they had 
done in the past; they deliver on time and 
deliver a quality product. Dale also took 
away the stress of managing the project 
ourselves which we hadn’t the time or 
resource to do ourselves.” 

ULTRIMAX
Project size: 4,000 ft2
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“The new facility is fantastic and the working 
environment has been vastly improved and is a 
great place to work. We can now invite clients 
both potential and existing to see the investment 
we’ve made to help serve them better.

We also see the new facility supporting our next 
stage of growth enabling us to attract top talent 
to the business.”

Giles Hoare, Managing Director at Ultrimax Coatings
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One of the main considerations for this 
project was to maximise the office space 
already available in order to accommodate 
the Ultrimax team. To do this, a mezzanine 
floor was introduced, expanding the space 
to incorporate a breakout kitchen area, 
boardroom and secondary meeting room. 

With Ultrimax being a paint manufacturer 
colour was a very important consideration.  
The colour scheme is impactful, utilising 
the corporate red throughout the design, 
from the wall colours to the fabric on the 
furniture, including the privacy screens. 
Even the oven mitts are red.

The main stairwell entrance was rotated 90 
degrees to allow for better access to the 
new mezzanine area facilities Below the 
newly incorporated mezzanine, a new trade 
area was createb by erecting partitioning in 
addition to counter space.

Overall the project was completed in 8 
weeks and on time.
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Feel inspired?
Contact us and see how we can improve 
your workspace. 

t: 0114 233 1115
e: info@daleoffice.co.uk
w: daleoffice.co.uk 
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ULTRIMAX COATINGS
UNIT 23, 

SHAW LANE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 
OGDEN RD, 

DONCASTER 
DN2 4SE
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